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Abstract
I introduce parking in urban areas as a matching problem. First, I model the streetparking market as a strategic game and show that the set of Nash equilibrium outcomes is
equivalent to the set of stable allocations. However, it is not reasonable to expect drivers
to reach a Nash equilibrium in the decentralized system due to lack of information and
coordination failure. Therefore, I suggest a centralized mechanism that would enable a
parking authority to assign available spaces to drivers in a stable way.
The model incorporates resident parking spaces, such that visitors could access vacant resident spaces. To use the resident parking spaces, the system needs to protect
exclusive property rights over their parking spaces. I show that, however, there is no
mechanism that is stable and protects residents’ rights. To resolve this issue, I introduce
a new concept, a claim contract, and suggest a mechanism that protects property rights,
is strategy proof for the drivers, and approximates a stable matching.
Besides its market-design focus, this paper handles both priority-based and property
right-based assignment, which considered separately in the matching theory literature.
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Introduction

In a modern city, such as Boston, finding a parking space may be challenging. A driver often
must cruise to find a parking space, sometimes wasting more time than the time spent in
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driving1 . This cruising behavior not only wastes the driver’s own time and energy, but also
contributes to traffic congestion and air pollution. The demand for parking is derived from the
demand for driving, which itself is derived from the demand for various activities. Considering
this interconnection between parking and other economic activities, parking problems have
implications on traffic regulation, parking fee, urban transportation policy, and city design,
among many other policy concerns.
One way to mitigate these problems is to assign available parking spaces in a centralized
system. The main objective of this paper is to identify how to allocate parking spaces to
drivers, while minimizing negative side effects of cruising-for-parking behavior. Inefficiencies
in the decentralized parking problem are a result of wasted parking spaces (both the visitor
and resident spaces) and mismatch of spaces (two drivers who prefer each other’s assignment).
I suggest a centralized system to assign available parking with a matching and mechanism
design approach to mitigate parking problems.
In this paper, I apply matching theory to address the parking problem often studied in
urban economics. I first analyze the decentralized parking problem as a cruising game, where
drivers attempt to find a parking space while competing with each other for spaces. In this
game, a driver who is closer (normalized by speed, road condition, etc.) to a space can
arrive at that space earlier than others. Therefore, the driver has an incentive to drive to a
closer space rather than their preferred space. This observation shows the similarity of this
game to the well-known Boston mechanism of Ergin and Sönmez (2006) in the school choice
context, where parents have incentive to rank nearby schools above their preferred choice.
This similarity leads to the observation that the set of Nash equilibrium for the cruising
game is equivalent to the set of stable matchings. In this game, the “distance” of a driver
to a parking space is similar to the “priority” of a student at a school. Therefore, stability
appears as a natural solution concept for the equilibria of the decentralized street-parking
game. Moreover, other features, such as prices, inherent parking permits, etc, may lead to
more general priority structures. Thus, I model the parking problem as a matching model,
and build a mechanism that always produces a stable allocation.
This work has two main contributions, practical and theoretical. Practically, it studies
downtown parking problems in a matching and market design approach. Theoretically, this
paper introduces a new matching model for both a priority-based and property-right-based
allocation problems.
I study a special case of matching, where some of the agents have property rights while
the rest of the allocation is done using priority.2 When property rights are respected, no
mechanism can always produce a stable allocation. To resolve this incompatibility between
stability and property rights, I introduce a new concept, a claim contract. A claim contract
1

According to Shoup (2005), an average, 30% of vehicles cruise for a parking spot, spending an average of
eight minutes.
2
Property rights refer to the ownership of specific property by individuals and the ability to determine how
such property is used. In this paper, the latter part of the definition is the focus.
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is an auxiliary contract and does not involve any physical space, but it serves as a protection
for property rights. With a claim contract, I construct the agents’ choice functions. Due to
the nature of the claim contract, the choice functions do not satisfy any of the previously
known conditions that guarantee the existence of a stable allocation. However, I show it is
still possible to produce a practically stable allocation, which approximates stability in an
acceptable manner.
After I analyze the model, I suggest practical implementation of this model. First, I include
price into the contract, so that the drivers can bid up for the spaces. Second, I suggest
different priority structures that a parking authority can take depending on its objective.
Third, I suggest a simple way of collecting preferences from the drivers, named as GDP
system. Finally, I discuss how the process would work in real-time (i.e., dynamically).
Ayala et al. (2012) analyze a parking space assignment game and devised an algorithm
for the Nash equilibrium outcome. However, they implicitly assume the drivers’ preferences
are solely determined by their proximity to the parking spaces. While this assumption holds
well in certain situations, it would not hold if drivers expect to park closer to their final
destinations. In this paper, drivers’ preferences are fully general, so one driver may prefer a
space closer to her destination, while another prefers a space closer to his current location.
The seminal papers Ommeren et al. (2011) and Ommeren et al. (2015) study the welfare
implications of resident parking permits. Considering the presence of a welfare loss with
resident parking permits, utilizing resident spaces when the residents are absent can be a
partial solution. Therefore, I incorporate resident parking spaces into the model, such that
the temporally vacant resident spaces can be used more efficiently.
Geng and Cassandras (2012) investigate a smart parking system from an engineering
standpoint. A smart parking system provides parking information to drivers. It is better
than providing no information to drivers, but assigning a driver a space that is exclusively
reserved for that particular driver is preferred.
Matching theory has been widely studied, starting with Gale and Shapley (1962), and has
since been applied to real-life problems including matching for labor markets, house allocation, school choice, and organ exchanges. Hatfield and Milgrom (2005) extend the matching
model to a matching-with-contracts model, and Hatfield and Kojima (2010) show that the
bilateral substitutes condition is sufficient for the existence of a stable allocation in a matchingwith-contracts framework. Hatfield and Kominers (2016) introduce substitutably completable
preferences, which guarantee the existence of stable outcomes while remaining independent
of bilateral substitutes preferences. One of the examples of substitutably completable preferences, task-based preferences, is closely related to this paper, as each parking space has
specific preferences depending on the purpose of the space, either for residents or visitors.
Yenmez (2017) defines path-independence and path-independent modifications. While being independent of the substitutes condition, he shows the condition that also guarantees an
existence of stable allocations.
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This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the parking problem as a game and
shows that the Nash equilibrium of the game is stable in a matching framework. Section 3
includes residents and their spaces in the system. Section 4 introduces a new idea of dealing
with residents’ property rights and constructs choice functions. Section 5 introduces a mechanism that protects residents’ rights and produces a practically stable allocation. Section 6
suggests a practical application of the model and shows positive results by restricting underlying preferences or priorities. Section 7 concludes. In the Appendix, I touches a dynamic
nature of the mechanism and a many-to-one extension of the model.
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Parking Model and the Cruising Game

2.1

Parking model

In a parking space assignment problem, there are a number of available parking spaces and a
number of drivers who demand a parking space. Drivers have strict preferences over parking
spaces, and parking spaces are assigned to the first-arriving driver, which we can interpret as
proximity priority.
A formal description of the parking space assignment problem is:
• a set of n drivers I = {i1 , · · · , in },
• a set of m parking spaces S = {s1 , · · · , sm },
• drivers’ strict preferences = (i1 , · · · , in ), and
• a distance function d : IXS → R, which denotes the distance between a driver and a
space.
A driver i, who is closer to a space s in comparison to another driver i0 , can drive to the
space s faster than i0 . In this sense, distances can be interpreted as priorities of the drivers
for each space.
• Priority order Ps for a space s is given by the function d, so that the closer driver to
space s has a higher priority at s, i.e.,
iPs i0

if and only if d(i, s) < d(i0 , s).

The outcome of the problem is called a matching, which is a function that assigns the
spaces to the drivers. Formally, a matching µ : I → S is a function from the set of drivers to
the set of spaces, and µ(i) is the space that matched to driver i. µ−1 (s) will denote the driver
assigned to space s.
4

The parking space assignment problem can also be viewed as a two-sided matching market(Gale and Shapley, 1962). To do that, we treat spaces as agents by interpreting the
priorities of the spaces as strict preferences so that spaces prefer closer drivers, i.e., iPs i0
means space s prefers driver i to driver i0 .
In the two-sided matching context, a pair (i, s) blocks a matching µ if
s i µ(i) and iPs µ(s).
The matching µ is stable if there is no blocking pair. The set of stable matchings is
non-empty for any two-sided matching market, and there exists a single stable matching that
every driver weakly prefers to any other stable matching (Hatfield and Milgrom, 2005). The
subsequent sections of this paper refers to this matching as the driver-optimal stable matching, or driver-optimal stable allocation.

2.2

Cruising game

In a decentralized system, drivers face a game situation, namely a cruising game. In the
cruising game, the drivers are the players, each of whom demands a parking space. The
strategy set is S, the set of spaces. Each driver chooses a parking space by searching and
park there if it is empty when they arrive. Let σi denote the strategy of driver i, and
σI = {σ1 , · · · , σn } be a strategy profile of all the drivers.
Definition 1 (Nash Equilibrium) Let A(σ; I, S) : I → S be a assignment function from a
strategy profile to the set of spaces, and Ai (σ) be the space assigned to driver i when the drivers’
strategy is σ. A strategy profile σ ∗ = {σ1∗ , · · · , σn∗ } is a Nash equilibrium of the cruising game
if, for all i and σi ,
∗
Ai (σ ∗ ) i Ai (σi , σ−i
),
∗
where σ−i
denotes the strategy where all drivers except i follow the equilibrium strategy. In
other words, a strategy profile is a Nash equilibrium if there is no driver who can improve his
matching by changing his strategy alone.

2.3

Stability of equilibrium

The cruising game is similar to the well-known Boston mechanism in the following sense:
drivers apply for the spaces and the highest priority (closest) driver is allocated the space.
However, the driver’s priorities are lost if they do not apply for the space. In other words, the
drivers compete for a space among the drivers who ranked the space first. By applying the
5

result of Ergin and Sönmez (2006), we see that the Nash equilibrium outcome of the cruising
game is stable.
Theorem 1 The set of Nash equilibrium outcomes of the cruising game is equal to the set of
stable matchings of the parking space assignment problem.
Proof:
1. If µ is a Nash equilibrium outcome, then it is stable.
Let σ ∗ = (σ1∗ , · · · , σn∗ ) be a Nash equilibrium strategy profile and µ be the resulting
matching such that Ai (σ ∗ ) = µ(i). Assume µ is not stable. Then there is a driver-space pair
(i, s) such that driver i prefers space s to his assignment µ(i), and either space s remains
unmatched or i is closer to s than the driver i0 = µ−1 (s). If i changes his strategy to σi = s,
∗
then under the strategy profile σ = (σ−i
, σi ), driver i will be assigned s. Therefore, µ is not
a Nash equilibrium outcome, contradicting the assumption.
2. If µ is stable, then it is a Nash equilibrium outcome.
Let µ be a stable matching. In a cruising game, if each driver goes to the space that they
are assigned under µ, i.e., if the strategy profile is σ = (µ(i1 ), · · · , µ(in )), then the cruising
game ends at the first step and the resulting matching is µ.
σ is a Nash equilibrium because no driver can profitably change his strategy from σ, hence
µ is a Nash equilibrium outcome. If a driver i prefers another space s to his matching µ(i),
the driver who is matched to s has higher priority than i by stability.

Theorem 1 shows that stability is a natural equilibrium concept in the cruising game, and
it justifies introducing a centralized mechanism to this market. In the decentralized cruising
game, it is challenging for drivers to reach a Nash equilibrium. First, drivers are not aware
of all the available parking spaces, resulting in a waste of some of the spaces. In addition,
they are not aware of the locations and preferences of other drivers, so coordination failure
could result in allocations that are not in equilibrium. Therefore, by introducing a centralized
system which assigns available spaces to drivers in a stable manner, a better-than-market, if
not the best, outcome can be obtained.
Moreover, among all possible equilibrium outcomes, there exists one that is best for the
drivers, the driver-optimal stable allocation. This allocation can be found by the following
deferred acceptance algorithm.(Gale and Shapley, 1962)
Example 1 DPDA: Drivers Proposing Deferred Acceptance.
Step 1: Each driver i proposes to her first choice (among all acceptable choices).
Each space s tentatively holds the closest proposal, if any, and reject the others.
6

..
.
Step k: Any driver who was rejected at step k-1 proposes to the best acceptable space which she
hasn’t yet made an offer.
Each space holds the closest proposal among all the offers including it was holding, and
rejects the others.
If no rejections occur, finalize the mechanism and match the “holding” offers.
DPDA results in a driver-optimal stable matching, that is, all drivers prefer it at least
as well as any other stable matching. Therefore, it is best for the drivers under the stability
requirement. DPDA is strategy-proof for drivers, so it is the dominant strategy for each driver
to submit his/her true preferences.
DPDA is worst for parking spaces, implying the total distance traveled is maximized
among all stable matchings. Since we want to minimize the negative side effect of cruising,
it would be better if we could minimize distance traveled, using a space-proposing version of
deferred acceptance. Note that, DPDA would be better than a decentralized system, however,
since the drivers will not be cruising for parking spaces.

3

Residents and Their Spaces

In this section, by extending the parking model to a matching-with-contract model, I include
resident parking spaces and different contractual terms.
We could build a model with exclusive visitor parking spaces, treating resident parking as
a distinct market from the public parking market. However, by including residents parking
spaces in the system, we can allocate parking spaces more efficiently, because resident parking
spaces are not always occupied.
Therefore, the set of drivers, I, now includes residents, r ∈ IR , and visitors, v ∈ IV , where
IR ∪ IV = I. Each resident r has her own space, called sr ∈ S, and each resident has a highest
priority at her own space.
When a resident intends to park at another location through the centralized system, we
can assign her own space to another driver until she returns. As the resident parking holder
should always be able to reclaim the resident space, it is important to identify how long each
driver is willing to park.
I model this feature as a contractual term, and for simplicity, there are two duration terms,
long-term and short-term.3 The set of contractual terms is denoted by T = {t+ , t− }.
3

Short term parking is not only theoretically interesting but also captures the real situation in a typical
downtown. There are some short-term (usually less than 30 minutes) parking spaces, intended for high
turnover in crowded districts.
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With the aforementioned elements, there is a finite set of contracts X = I × S × T . A
contract x = (i, s, t) specifies an agent i = i(x), a space s = s(x), and the term of the contract
t = t(x).
Given a set of contracts X ⊂ X, let Xa be the set of contracts associated with agent
a ∈ I ∪ S. For example, Xi = {x ∈ X | i(x) = i} is the subset of contracts in X that the
driver i is associated with and Xs = {x ∈ X | s(x) = s} is the subset of contracts in X that
the space s is associated with.
Each driver has a unit demand, and has a strict preference over contracts in Xa and the
null contract ∅. Let i denote the strict preference relationship of the driver i ∈ I over the set
of contracts. A resident’s option to be unmatched (occupying her own space) will be denoted
by a contract (r, sr , t+ ).4
The preference relationship can be general, especially regarding the contractual terms,
so that one can prefer short-term parking to long-term parking at the same space. In later
sections, I will show how we can achieve some desirable property by restricting these preference
relations.
Each space has a basic priority ordering π over the contracts in Xs . The priority ordering
can be given by the distances as in the basic model, but it can be more general, reflecting the
parking authority’s objective. In this section, π is treated as exogenously given, and, in later
sections, I will propose suggested priority structures for different objectives.
In this matching-with-contract model for parking, I define stability over the set of contracts. The stability concept is same as before, and it ensures individual rationality and a
no-blocking-pair condition.
Definition 2 Let µ(a) be a contract that an agent a is matched to in matching µ. A matching
µ is stable if,
i) for all i, µ(i) i ∅
ii) there does not exist an individual-space pair (i, s), and a contract x = (i, s, ·), where
x i µ(i) and x s µ(s).
Next, I impose the following condition: a resident should be able to park at her own space
whenever she returns. To implement this condition, I define protecting residents’ property
rights in the following way.
Definition 3 Let t(µ(a)) denote the term of the contract that agent a is matched to in matching µ. A matching µ protects residents’ rights (or, simply, protects residents) if, for
any resident r and her space sr ,
t(µ(r)) = t− =⇒ t(µ(sr )) 6= t+ .
4

It does not matter which contractual term is used to describe the resident’s demand for her own space.
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In words, the condition requires that, when a resident is assigned a short-term parking,
her space should only be assigned to short-term parking as well (or remain unmatched). Note
that if a resident r is matched to a long-term contract, her space sr can be assigned to either
a long-term or a short-term contract.
Protecting residents is a desirable property, and even a necessary one, to incentivize residents to participate in the centralized parking system. If the system doesn’t protect their
rights, residents will not participate, or participate as visitors, so their spaces will be wasted
while the competition among drivers increases. I therefore require the system to satisfy this
condition, and try to find a matching with other desirable properties.

3.1

Impossibility result

To assign parking spaces to drivers, we need a centralized process, which is called a mechanism.
A mechanism is a systematic procedure that selects a matching for a given preference profile.
Given a mechanism φ, let φ() be the matching that mechanism φ selects when agents’
(reported) preference profile is . A mechanism φ is stable if φ() is stable for every preference
profile . A mechanism φ protects residents’ rights if φ() protects residents’ rights for every
preference profile .
The first observation in the parking problem with residents says that protecting residents
is not compatible with stability.
Theorem 2 There is no mechanism that is both stable and protects residents’ rights.
Proof: Suppose there are two individuals, a resident r and a visitor i. The resident has
a space sr , and there is a vacant space sv . Let x0 = (r, sr , t+ ), x1 = (r, sv , t− ), y0 = (i, sr , t+ ),
and y1 = (i, sr , t− ). The individuals and the spaces have the following preferences:
r : {x1 } r {x0 } r ∅
i : {y0 } i {y1 } i ∅
r

sr : {x0 } s {y0 } sr {y1 } sr ∅
sv : {x1 } sv {y1 } sv ∅
The only stable matching in this economy is {x1 , y0 }, which can be obtained by either a
drivers-proposing or a spaces-proposing deferred acceptance algorithm. It assigns {x1 } to r
and {y0 } to i. However, this does not protect r’s property right because sr is assigned a t+
contract when r is assigned a t− contract. To protect the resident’s right, i should be assigned
a contract {y1 }, but it is blocked by the (i, sr ) pair with the contract {y0 }.
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We want to find a matching that has desirable properties, conditional on protecting residents’ rights. As the above example shows, however, it is not possible to have a mechanism
that always produces a stable matching that protects residents. The main reason for this
incompatibility is because a resident’s preference does not reflect her property right, nor does
the space’s priority structure reflect it. In the next section, I introduce a new idea, a claim
contract, to reflect residents’ rights. With the claim contract, I define choice functions of the
individuals and the spaces, which are derived from the preference profiles. Once a mechanism chooses a matching under those choice functions, it will be evaluated in the preference
domain.

4

Choice Function Design

4.1

Choice function and claim contract

Agent a’s choice function, denoted by Cha (X), is a systematic procedure that selects a set of
contracts from a choice set X. For example, preference profile  itself can be converted to a
choice function by letting each choice function of agent a select the highest ranked contract
under a’s preference, i.e., Cha (X) = max[{x ∈ Xa } ∪ ∅].
a

Before I construct choice functions of the agents in the parking problem, I introduce a new
concept, a claim contract, which reflects residents’ rights over spaces. When a resident may
receive a short-term contract, this resident claims her right so that her space cannot accept
a long-term contract. Formally, a claim contract cr = (r, sr , ·) ∈ X, when it is in the space
sr ’s choice set, complements a t− contract while ruling out t+ contracts.5 Here is an example
of resident space sr ’s choice function with a claim contract:
Example 2 Let x be a contract with the term t+ , and let y be a contract with the term t− .
The choice function of a resident space sr is given by the following.
Chsr ({x}) = {x}
Chsr ({y}) = {y}
Chsr ({cr }) = {cr }
Chsr ({x, y}) = {x}
Chsr ({x, cr }) = {cr }
Chsr ({cr , y}) = {cr , y}
Chsr ({x, y, cr }) = {cr , y}
5

The claim contract should be distinguished from the contract (r, sr , t+ ), which indicates that resident r
is matched to her own space.
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In this example, contract x has a higher priority in space sr . However, when the claim
contract cr is in space sr ’s choice set, the choice rule of sr gives higher priority (or exclusive
right) to contract y. Therefore, cr complements t− contracts at space sr .

4.2

Choice functions

Now I formally define choice functions with the claim contract for all types of agents.
The choice functions of visitors v ∈ IV and public spaces sv ∈ S V are straightforward.
Each of the choice functions chooses the best contract in its preference lists and it can only
choose one contract.
Definition 4 For the given set of contract X, the choice function of the visitor v and of the
public space sv are defined as:
Chv (X) = max[{x | x ∈ Xv } ∪ ∅]
v

Chsv (X) = max[{x | x ∈ Xsv }].
 sv

The choice function of residents r ∈ IR is similar, except it can possibly choose up to two
contracts, one regular contract combined with a claim contract cr . Inclusion of the claim,
however, does not affect choice over other contracts. Rather, this helps us to define the
stability.
Definition 5 Given a set of contracts X and a base preference ordering from X, a resident
r’s choice Chr (X) is obtained as follows:
Phase 0: Remove all the contracts for another individual i, add them to the rejected set Rr (X),
and proceed with phase 1.
Phase 1: If there is no claim contract (for resident r) in X, then choose the most preferred
contract in X and terminate the procedure. Otherwise, proceed with phase 2.
Phase 2: When there is a claim contract cr = (r, sr , ·) in X, choose the claim and the most
preferred contract in X together. If there is no contract other than the claim, choose
only the claim contract. Terminate the procedure.
Choice of the claim contract in resident’s choice function is due to a technical reason, to
ensure the stability well defined. It does not change the preference of the resident, but only
includes the claim contract whenever it is available in the choice set. The following is an
illustration of a resident’s choice function.
11

In resident r’s choice set, there are two t+ contracts, x1 and x2, and one t− contract, y, in
resident r’s choice set.

The choice function chooses the top ranked contract among the available ones, which, in this
example, is x2.

If there is a claim contract,
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Then the claim contract is chosen along with the one that was chosen before.
The choice function of a resident space sr is not trivial, since the choice rule depends on
the presence of the claim, and there is a complementarity. When there is a claim, it gives
higher priority to the contract with a t− term. Formally, the choice function of a residential
space is the following:
Definition 6 Given a set of contracts X and a base priority ordering, a resident space sr ’s
choice Chsr (X) is obtained as follows:
Phase 0: Remove all the contracts for another space s0 , add them to the rejected set Rsr (X) and
proceed with phase 1.
Phase 1: If there is no claim contract in X (i.e., regarding the space sr ), then choose the top
priority contract and terminate the procedure. Otherwise, proceed with phase 2.
Phase 2: When there is a claim contract cr = (r, sr , ·), choose the claim and the top priority
contract among the contracts with the term t− . If there is no contract with the term t− ,
choose only the claim contract. Terminate the procedure.
An illustration of the choice function of a resident space sr is as follows:

This is a choice function of a resident space, sr , with two long-term contracts and one
short-term contract.
13

When there is no claim contract, it chooses the highest priority contract, which is x1 in this
example.

When there is a claim contract in the choice set,

The claim contract is chosen first, and the two long-term contracts (x1 and x2) are rejected
because of the claim contract.
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As a result, the t− type contract is chosen after the claim contract.
The choice function of the resident space is constructed to protect the resident’s right. The
claim contract substitutes out the long-term contract while complementing the short-term
contract. A suggested centralized system will use these claim contracts along the allocation
mechanism and make sure to protect residents’ rights. Note that the choice function of a
resident space does not satisfy the substitute condition, as the following example illustrates.6
Example 3 Let x = (i, sr , t+ ), y = (i0 , sr , t− ), and cr = (r, sr , ·), and suppose x has higher
priority than y in space sr without property rights. Then the space’s choice function will
choose the subset that maximizes the following preference:
{cr , y} sr {cr } r {x} sr {y} sr ∅
Especially,
Chsr ({x, y}) = {x}
Chsr ({x, y, cr }) = {y, cr },
violating the substitute condition.
When the substitute condition is violated, there may not exist a stable outcome (Hatfield
and Milgrom, 2005). Therefore, the parking model with residents also can fail to produce
a stable matching. In the following sections, I define stability with respect to the choice
functions defined above, which reflects a stability notion while protecting residents.

4.3

Stability with choice functions

When choice functions are determined, stability can be redefined with respect to them.
Definition 7 A set of contracts X is stable (w.r.t. choice function Cha ) if,
i) for all a ∈ I ∪ S, Cha (X) = Xa and
ii) there does not exist a set of contracts Y such that Y ∩ X = ∅, for every a, Ya ⊆
Cha (Y ∪ X).
6

It does not satisfy other known conditions in the literature either; see the Appendix.
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I intentionally use a set of contracts X to define the stability w.r.t. a choice function, to
distinguish it from the stability w.r.t. preference, where a matching µ was used.
In the previous section, we observed incompatibility of stability and protecting residents
when we use drivers’ preferences and spaces’ priorities. To overcome this issue, I will suggest
a mechanism which works with choice functions, not with preferences and priorities.

5

Centralized mechanism

5.1

Benchmark

One way to protect residents’ rights is to restrict resident spaces only to t− contracts. This
can be done by running a cumulative-offer algorithm after putting claim contracts in each
corresponding resident space’s choice set at the beginning of the algorithm. Then, by construction, the resulting allocation will protect residents, as well as being stable w.r.t. the
choice functions.
Definition 8 (Benchmark algorithm)

7

• Step 0: Put each claim contract into its corresponding resident space’s choice set. For
every sr , let Asr (0) = {cr }. For other (visitors’) spaces s, let As (0) = ∅.
• Step 1: One (randomly chosen) driver offers her most preferred contract x1 = (i(1), s(1), t).
Let As(1) (1) = As(1) (0) ∪ {x1 } and As (1) = As (0) for all s 6= s(1). The space that is
offered the contract, s(1), holds the contract if x1 ∈ Chs(1) (As(1) (1)) and rejects it
otherwise.
In general
• Step k: One of the agents without a contract held by any space offers her most preferred
contract among the ones that have not been previously rejected, xk = (i(k), s(k), t). Let
As(k) (k) = As(k) (k − 1) ∪ {xk } and As (k) = As (k − 1) for all s 6= s(k). Space s(k) holds
the contract if xk ∈ Chs(k) (As(k) (k)) and rejects it otherwise.
The algorithm terminates if every individual has a contract held by a space or no remaining
acceptable contract. By construction of the algorithm, the Benchmark protects residents’
rights, and it produces a stable outcome. Moreover, the mechanism is strategy proof for the
drivers.
7

This and the next process is based on Hatfield and Kojima (2010) and Sönmez (2013).
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Theorem 3 Benchmark is stable w.r.t. the choice functions, protects residents’ rights, and
is strategy proof for the drivers.
Proof:
The proof comes from the fact that, once the claim contract is in the choice set of the
resident space, contracts are substitutes for all the agents.

Many of the resident spaces may be wasted, if the demand for short-term parking is small.
Therefore, this benchmark mechanism, even though it is technically stable, is worse than the
one that is suggested in the next sub-section.
Definition 9 Suppose X is a set of contract and a resident r is assigned a space other than
sr , i.e., Xr 6= (r, sr , ·). Under X, the space sr is wasted if there exists an agent i, either
another resident or a visitor, such that y i Xi where y = {i, sr , ·}.
In words, a resident space is wasted when it is not matched to any driver and there is
some driver who prefers a contract at the resident space to the contract that she is assigned.
When a resident is assigned a t− contract and a visitor wants a t+ contract in that resident
space, it is inevitable that the space will be wasted to protect property rights. However, if a
resident space is wasted even when the resident is assigned a t+ contract, we could fix it by
modifying the rule of the mechanism.

5.2

Cumulative offer with claim contract

I suggest a centralized system for a parking-space-assignment problem with contracts. The
following cumulative-offer algorithm is a generalized version of the drivers proposing deferred
acceptance algorithm.
Definition 10 (Cumulative offer with claim contract (CC))
• Step 1: One (randomly chosen) driver offers her most preferred contract x1 = (i(1), s(1), t).
Let As(1) (1) = {x1 } and As (1) = ∅ for all s 6= s(1). The space that is offered the contract, s(1), holds the contract if x1 ∈ Chs(1) (As(1) (1)) and rejects it otherwise. If i(1) is
a resident and t = ts , go to step 10 . Otherwise, proceed with step 2.
• Step 10 : Let i(1) = r1 . After r1 offers a contract x1 , she also sends her claim contract
to her resident space, i.e., cr = (r1 , sr1 , ·) is sent to the space sr1 . Then, space sr1 holds
the claim contract, letting Asr1 (1) = {cr }. Proceed with step 2.
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In general
• Step k: One of the drivers without a contract held by any space offers her most preferred
contract among the ones that have not been previously rejected, xk = (i(k), s(k), p, t).
Let As(k) (k) = As(k) (k − 1) ∪ {xk } and As (k) = As (k − 1) for all s 6= s(k). Space s(k)
holds the contract if xk ∈ Chs(k) (As(k) (k)) and rejects it otherwise. If i(k) is a resident
and t = ts , go to step k0 . Otherwise, proceed with step k+1.
• Step k0 : Let i(k) = rk . After rk offers a contract xk , she also sends her claim contract to
her resident space, i.e., crk = (rk , srk , ·) is sent to space srk . Let Asrk (k) = Asrk (k − 1) ∪
{crk }. The space srk rerun its choice function.8 If there is a driver who has two contracts
held by spaces, she keeps the preferred one and remove the other from ∪s As (k).9 Proceed
with step k+1.
This algorithm terminates when every driver is matched to a contract or every unmatched
driver has no remaining acceptable contracts. Since there is a finite number of contracts, the
algorithm terminates in some finite number of steps, K. All contracts held at step K are
finalized, resulting in allocation ∪s∈S Cs (AK ). I define two properties of the set of contracts
that will be used to describe the final assignment.
Definition 11 (Practical stability) A set of contracts X is practically stable (w.r.t.
Cha ) if,
i) for all a ∈ I ∪ S, Cha (X) = Xa and
ii) if there exists a set of blocking contracts Y such that Y ∩ X = ∅,
x ∈ Y implies x = cr for some r.
If a set of contracts X is practically stable, then the only possible blocking contracts are
claim contracts, which cannot affect the resident’s physical assignment, and which will not
appear in the cumulative offer process.
Definition 12 A mechanism is non-wasteful if it always produces a allocation without any
wasted space. A mechanism is wasteful if it is not non-wasteful. A mechanism φ is less
wasteful than a mechanism ψ if, whenever φ produces a wasteful allocation with a given
problem, ψ also produces a wasteful allocation. A mechanism φ is strictly less wasteful
than ψ if φ is less wasteful than ψ but not vice versa.
8

As a result, the claim contract will be chosen, and the contract held by srk may be rejected in this step,
if it is a long-term contract.
9
The removed one is not “rejected” yet, so it can be used for another offer later.
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Theorem 4 cumulative offer with claim contract protects residents’ rights, is practically stable w.r.t. the choice function, is strategy proof, and is strictly less wasteful than the Benchmark.
Proof: It is trivial to see that the CC mechanism is less wasteful than the Benchmark
mechanism. Whenever there is a wasted space in CC, there is a (r, sr ) pair such that r gets a
short-term contract and sr gets no contract, and there is at least one driver i who demanded sr
as a long-term contract. Since no long-term contract is acceptable at sr under the Benchmark
mechanism, any wasted space under CC is also wasted under the Benchmark.
Also, by construction of the mechanism, CC protects residents’ rights. Once a resident
r offers a short-term contract, a claim contract stays in sr ’s choice set until the end of the
algorithm, preventing sr from being assigned a long-term contract. Indeed, CC protects
residents too much to allow wasted spaces.
To see that CC is practically stable, let X be the final assignment of CC and suppose
there is a contract y ∈
/ X such that y 6= cr for some r, and Chi (X ∪ {y}) = {y} and
Chs (X ∪ {y}) = {y} for some individual i and space s. If s is a visitor’s space, then i would
have offered contract y before Chi (Xi ), and it would have been in space s’s accumulated set
As (K) at the end of the procedure. Then, by the definition of the visitor’s choice function,
Chs (AK ) = Xs is the most preferred contract for the space among the contracts in AK .
However, y ∈
/ X and Chs (X ∪ {y}) = {y} implies that, y is most preferred contract in
X ∪ {y}, a contradiction.
Now suppose s is a resident r’s space. If cr ∈
/ As (K), then as the same argument, y should
be the most preferred contract in X, leading to a contradiction. In words, if there is no claim
contract in s’s accumulated set, y should have been chosen by the space s. Therefore, for the
contract y not to be chosen from the space s, there should be a claim contract in As (K). Since
short-term contracts are always acceptable in sr , if there were a short-term contract demand
at sr , and if it was most preferred one, it should have been accepted. This observation implies
y is not a short-term contract. Then, by the definition of the resident space’s choice function,
cr is always chosen by the space. A claim contract is always chosen, so cr ∈ Xs , implying
no t+ contract is acceptable in r. This contradicts the fact that Chs (X ∪ {y}) = {y}, as y
is a long-term contract. Therefore, there is no possible blocking contract other than claim
contracts, leading to a practical stability.
Lastly, the CC mechanism is strategy-proof the drivers. The choice function of each
visitor space satisfies the substitute condition, so we only need to consider manipulation of a
driver whose long-term contract is rejected by a resident space.10 Suppose a driver i prefers
a contract x = (i, sr , t+ ) to her assignment under true preference. In the algorithm, she
offers x to a resident space sr . Assume cr ∈ Asr (K). The contract x = (i, rs , t+ ) is rejected
because of the claim contract, implying the resident r has offered a short-term contract in
10

If a short-term contract is rejected, then it is rejected by another short-term contract, so that there is no
way to manipulate.
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the mechanism process. The only possible way for i to get contract x is to have r not offer
the short-term contract. To do that, r should get a long-term contract before she offers a
short-term. Therefore, suppose further that r offered a long-term contract z = (r, s, t+ ), but
it was rejected by i’s contract, y = (i, s, t+ ).11 Note that i prefers y to x since it was offered
earlier.
To see if the driver i can manipulate her preference to get y instead of x, suppose she
reports y is not acceptable for her. Then, when r offers z to space s, it is not yet rejected.
However, the fact that y is also rejected in the true preferences implies there is another contract that is more preferred than y in space s, which in turn will be preferred to z. Therefore,
z will be rejected again, so that the resident will offer a short-term contract. As a result, r
will send cr to rs , which will reject x. Therefore, the driver i’s manipulation does not give
him a better contract.

The cumulative offer with claim contract mechanism is not perfect since it is still wasteful.
However, it protects residents’ rights so that it does not prevent residents from participating
in the centralized system. Also, it utilizes resident spaces, which will be wasted anyway.12

5.3

A restriction on preferences

In this section, I show a positive result by restricting drivers’ (especially residents’) preferences.
Stability and protecting residents are not compatible, so any resident-protecting mechanism
protects residents at the cost of wasted spaces. This waste occurs when the resident demands a
short-term contract during the algorithm but gets a long-term contract in the final allocation.
In some circumstances where we can model the residents’ preferences as lexicographic, such
that they all prefer long-term contracts to short-term contracts, we can achieve the following
positive result.
Theorem 5 Suppose every resident prefers every long-term contract to any short-term contract, i.e., for all r and contracts x and y, t(x) = t+ and t(y) = t− ⇒ x r y. Then, the
cumulative offer with claim contract algorithm is non-wasteful.
Proof: Let the final assignment be the set of contracts X and suppose a resident space
s is wasted under X. That means that resident r is assigned a long-term contract, but sr
is not assigned any contract. Let i be a driver who prefers a contract y = (i, sr , t+ ) to her
assignment Xi .
r

If cr ∈
/ Xsr , then the contract y forms a blocking contract, violating the practical stability
of X. But X satisfies practical stability by theorem 4.
11

The term does not need to be a t+ .
It is not known yet whether CC is the least wasteful mechanism among all strategy-proof and residentprotecting mechanisms.
12
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If cr ∈ Xsr , then resident r has offered a short-term contract at some point in the algorithm.
Since she prefers all long-term contracts to short-term contracts, all of her long-term contracts
should have been rejected at that point. Therefore, r should have offered only short-term
contracts from then on. This violates the assumption that r is assigned a long-term contract.


6

Market Design: A Practical Implementation Proposal

This section investigates how the parking model can be implemented in practice. I first include
price in the contract, so that drivers can bid up the prices. Then I consider how to prioritize
the drivers with distances and prices. Lastly, I suggest a simple way of collecting preferences
information from the drivers.

6.1

Price

The first question that might arise from the previous sections is the role of prices in the parking
space assignment process. I implicitly modeled a fixed price, mainly because I wanted to focus
on matching with property rights, but also because it may not be politically acceptable to
dramatically increase parking prices.13 Even if it is not possible to change prices, however, it
is worth modeling the problem with prices to see if the market works better than without the
prices.
When we include prices in the model, they will be treated as one of the components
of contracts. Let P = (p0 , p1 , · · · , pmax ) be the finite set of discrete prices. Each p ∈ P
corresponds the price per given time duration, for example, 30 minutes. p0 is the price a
driver can expect to pay to park in an area with unsaturated parking spaces. We can set p0
to zero or to the current price.
Now a contract has a price as an additional component, i.e., x = (i, s, p, t) ∈ χ = I ×
S × P × T and p(x) = p. Preferences the drivers and priorities (choice functions) of spaces
have been defined over the set of contracts, so including price in the contract will work well
with those structures. The only assumption imposed on drivers’ preferences is that they
prefer a cheaper contract to a more expensive one, other things being equal; for all i and s,
(i, s, p, t) i (i, s, p0 , t) if p < p0 with the same contractual term t. Note that, it is possible
that a driver prefers a expensive long-term contract to a cheap short-term contract. With
well-defined preferences and priorities over the contracts, we can apply the cumulative offer
with claim contract mechanism discussed in the earlier section.
13

Shoup (2005) points out that public parking spaces are generally treated as free goods and that the low
cost of parking is one of the main causes of urban traffic problems.
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For the resident spaces, I still require the protection of residents’ property rights, even
with high prices. For any resident space sr , any long-term contract will be rejected when
there is a claim contract cr in sr ’s choice set no matter the price of the contract . Therefore,
we will use the same choice functions as in the previous section. Then the following result is
obvious because the choice functions remain the same for contracts with prices.
Definition 13 In the parking space assignment problem, price interferes with claim contract
cr , if, for some p ∈ P and a set of contracts X, there exists a long-term contract x =
(i, sr , p, t+ ) such that x ∈ Chsr ({x} ∪ {cr } ∪ X).
In words, price interferes with a claim contract if a resident space accepts a long-term contract
even when there is a claim contract in the choice set.
Corollary 1 If price does not interfere with any claim contract, then cumulative offer with
claim contract with set of contracts χ protects residents’ rights, is practically stable w.r.t. the
choice function, is strategy proof, and is less wasteful than the Benchmark.
Since resident street parking is generally a city-assigned right, we do not allow residents
to “sell” their spaces and collect money in return. Instead, the parking fee is collected by
the central parking authority and the system protects the property rights of the residents
automatically.
When price is included in the contract, it is not clear what is a best way to give priority
based on distances and prices. Moreover, preferences are in general complex and not easily
expressible in full. The next two sub-sections propose a method to design priorities for urban
planners and a language to easily express preferences for drivers.

6.2

Designing priorities

The second question is how to prioritize drivers in the system, especially with prices. Distance
priority can be used without prices because we can reduce the negative externality of cruising
by minimizing the total distance traveled. With prices, however, it depends on the parking
authority’s objective. If the parking authority aims for maximum profit, then it might not be
a bad idea to give priorities based upon prices.

Price-only priority
Prices can be treated as priorities to maximize revenue from the parking allocation. Formally, for every space s, the price-only priority ordering πsp satisfies x πsp y if p(x) > p(y). If
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price solely determines priority and distance is merely used to break ties, the mechanism corresponds to an auction system. It resembles a second-price auction, but because of discreteness,
the winner may pay one incremental price higher than the second bidder’s price.
If we model the parking problem with only public parking spaces and visitors, then deferred
acceptance can be used to find the proposing-side-optimal stable allocation. In that case, the
system can maximize revenue within a stability constraint.
Proposition 1 Suppose there are only public parking spaces and visiting drivers. The spaces
proposing deferred acceptance algorithm with price-only priority π p maximizes revenue among
all stable allocations.
Proof: It is enough to note that the spaces’ preferences are based on the prices, and
the spaces proposing version of deferred acceptance yields an optimal stable matching for the
spaces.


Distance-only priority
When prices are fixed, or it’s not feasible to increase prices, we may think of giving a closer
driver higher priority. This priority reflects the nature of the problem, as priority is given by
distances in the decentralized cruising game. Even when prices can be adjusted, the parking
authority may want to keep the distance-only priority if their objective is to minimize the
total distance traveled by the drivers.
Again, with only public spaces and visitors, we can achieve an optimal stable allocation,
in this case to minimize total distance traveled.
Proposition 2 Suppose there are only public parking spaces and visiting drivers. The spaces
proposing deferred acceptance algorithm with distance-only priority π d minimizes total distance
traveled among all stable allocations.
Both the π p -based and the π d -based spaces proposing deferred acceptance is not strategy
proof for drivers. If manipulation on the drivers’ end is not a concern, we can use these versions
according to the objective of the parking authority. If manipulation creates a significant
problem in the algorithm, we could use the drivers-proposing versions of DA instead.

Mixed-priority
I suggest a mixed-priority structure where the parking authority can decide how much to
weigh price and distance based on the relative importance of the two. This priority can be
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used if both price and distance traveled are important to the parking authority. The distance
function d(i, s) gives the distance between the driver i and the space s. Let ks be the rate of
substitution between price and distance at space s. For example, if ks = 500m/$, a $1 higher
price is equivalent to the 500m less distance traveled, so assigning the space to a car 100m
apart at $1 is equally preferred to assigning the space to a car 600m apart at $2.
With each space’s rate of substitution ks , we can define the base priority πsm as follows.
For contracts x = (i, s, p, t) and y = (i0 , s, p0 , t),
x πsm y

iff p −

dis
dis
>p−
.
ks
ks

We can think of the dkiss term as the distance-price of driver i at space s. The rates of
substitution could be the same across all spaces, or they could have different ones depending
on the practical parameters such as average traffic, demand of parking, supply of spaces, etc.
These various priority structures are possible suggestions of practical application of the
model, and there is yet no qualitative analysis on the consequences of each priority.

6.3

Designing preferences expression language

Another component we need to consider in our application is how drivers can express preferences. I first suggest a simple way of collecting drivers’ preferences.
On the drivers’ side, it is not safe for them to submit their full list of preferences while
driving. On top of safety concerns, they may not be fully aware of available parking spaces
nearby. Therefore, we need to ask minimal information from the drivers to construct preferences for them. I suggest collecting the following GDP information as one way of submitting
their preferences.
Definition 14 GDP information system
G oal: final destination of the driver
D istance: additional distance the driver is willing to walk for unit price decrease
P rice: maximum price that the driver is willing to pay to park at the destination
The distance asks the driver’s marginal rate of substitution between walking more and
paying more. Assuming the marginal rate of substitution is constant, we can construct a full
list of preferences for a given driver.
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Definition 15 Given the GDP information of a driver i, who submits (Gi , Di , Pi ) to the
system, the preference of i is constructed as the following:
(i, s, p) i (i, s0 , p0 )
⇔
p+

d(s, Gi )
d(s0 , Gi )
< p0 +
Di
Di

where d(s, G) is the walking distance between space s and destination G.
Since the system has the information for all of the available spaces, which the drivers may
not be aware of, it can construct the preference profile for each driver given his or her GDP
information. With the GDP information system, a driver prefers a space with a lower price,
as measured by the direct parking price and the indirect walking cost.
By no means do I argue this is the way that the system should be implemented. Instead,
I present GDP as an example to show that preferences can be constructed with relatively
limited information. With technology nowadays, GDP or any other form of information
can be accumulated to suggest a better method of preference submission, such as preset
preferences, a non-constant rate of substitution, etc.

6.4

Dynamic model

We considered a static model, assuming drivers and available parking spaces are fixed. However, the cruising game itself is a dynamic game, where drivers enter and exit, and the available
spaces also change. Therefore, when we introduce a centralized system in this market, we
need to consider its dynamic properties as well. One natural question is whether the drivers
submit their preferences to the system when they start searching for parking spaces or if they
wait on the street for the next round. This is important from a practical point of view, as
the wait is costly for the drivers and the system. If they find it profitable to wait, then the
system will fail to reduce the negative side effect of cruising behavior.
The dynamic model of the parking space assignment problem consists of multiple periods.
The static cumulative algorithm will still be used to match the contracts at each period, and
I will focus on dynamic consequences of the repeated algorithm. A number of new drivers
and a number of new parking spaces arrive at each period τ = {1, · · · , T }. Then the set of
drivers, the set of spaces, the preferences, and the priority order are updated accordingly.
A dynamic parking space assignment problem with contracts at each period τ is
a list (I τ , S, P, T, I τ , π τ ) with:
1. a set of drivers at each period I τ ,
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2. a set of parking spaces S = {s1 , · · · , sm },
3. a set of discrete prices P = {p0 , · · · , pmax },
4. a set of terms T = {t− , t+ },
5. a list of drivers’ strict preferences over contracts I τ and
6. a list of base priority rankings π τ = (πsτ1 , · · · πsτm ).
The centralized system assigns available parking spaces to drivers who submit their preferences at each period using the cumulative offer with claim contract, and updates the available
spaces for the next period τ +1. A driver who demands a parking space can choose any period
to submit his preferences. However, we don’t want the driver wait too long before participating in the system. To capture the waiting decision of the drivers, I define postpone in the
following way.
Definition 16 A driver postpones participating in the system if he submits his preferences
after period τ , when there are acceptable parking spaces for him at period τ .
As I require drivers to submit their preferences when they start searching for spaces, I define
the following property.
Definition 17 A parking space assignment mechanism is delay proof if it is a dominant
strategy for each driver not to postpone participation.
We don’t want drivers to postpone their participation in the system because they will occupy
space on the road while they are waiting, increasing negative side-effect of cruising, not
because they could get a better matching by postponing. In the following subsections, I
present a dynamic extension of the static model.

Repeating mechanism
One method of extending the static mechanism to a dynamic version is to simply repeat the
static cumulative algorithm every period. The system will finalize the assignment in each
period, so that if a driver who is assigned a contract wants to participate again in the next
period, then they should surrender their contracts and pay the price for it.
Formally, the set of drivers matched at period τ , CIτ (X), leaves the system, and a set of
drivers comes into the system at period τ + 1, denoted by {iτ1 +1 , iτ2 +1 · · · }. A driver who was
matched at period τ but decided to enter the system again will be treated as a new driver at
period τ + 1. Also, the priority rule does not change across periods. Therefore, the dynamic
problem is a repeat of the static one with new drivers and new spaces.
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Remark 1 If the system uses distance-based priority, then the repeating mechanism is not
delay proof.
If drivers accept the contract that is matched to them, they may lose an opportunity to be
matched to a better one in future rounds. This concern may encourage postponing, which
will increase cruising behavior, particularly if priorities are given by distance only.

Priority-updating dynamic mechanism
In a sophisticated dynamic mechanism, the system will run the static cumulative algorithm
every period, with updated priority orderings based on the assignments in the previous period.
Specifically, a contract x that is assigned at a space s(x) in round τ will get highest priority
at space s(x) in period τ + 1. If driver i(x) decides to participate again in period τ + 1,
therefore, he will be guaranteed a contract at least as good as contract x.
Formally, let AτI ⊂ CIτ (X) be the set of drivers who are matched at period τ but participate
in the system again in the next period. The priority-updating dynamic problem replaces the
basic dynamic model as follows.
10 . a set of drivers at each period I τ = AτI −1 ∪ {iτ1 , iτ2 , · · · },
50 . a list of drivers’ strict preferences over contracts I τ = {τ1 , τ2 , · · · },
60 . a list of updated priority rankings π τ = (πs1 , · · · πsm ).
The updated priority ranking gives highest priority to the driver who was matched in the
previous period. The priority-updating dynamic mechanism runs the CC algorithm every
period with the updated information. Thus, it is a weakly dominant strategy for drivers to
participate immediately, as they cannot be assigned a worse outcome as period proceeds.
Remark 2 The priority-updating dynamic mechanism for a parking space assignment problem is delay proof.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, I introduced a matching model for a downtown parking space assignment problem. I tackled the problem in three ways: first, in an unregulated world as a decentralized
game; second, motivated by the equilibria of the decentralized game, as a centralized stable
matching problem; third, by introducing resident street parking as a source open to visitors,
I introduced a novel model of matching with priorities and property rights. This new model
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incorporates choice functions that do not satisfy any previously known conditions that guarantee the existence of a stable allocation. Despite this, a choice function stable matching
always exists. I call this concept practical stability with respect to underlying priorities and
preferences.
Finally, I proposed a practical implementation method combining not only priorities and
property rights but also prices into the system. This implementation also considered methods
to design priorities, express preferences, and run in real time.
This work is the very first step to solve downtown parking problems, and it is a partial
equilibrium analysis. The price system will affect the drivers’ modal choice of traveling, and
ease of parking will affect their demand for driving. Cruising behavior has environmental and
traffic externalities. To fully study and solve parking-related problems, we should consider all
these consequences in a more general model. This paper can be a building block for that line
of future work. In addition to that, one interesting and important practical question, which
is not addressed in this paper, is how to incentivize residents to offer their spaces when they
demand parking from the centralized system.
With driverless cars are coming into our life, parking will become easier in the near future, and it will be reasonable to introduce a centralized parking assignment system into
the market. My new approach to the parking problem can assign spaces in a better, and
residents-protecting way.
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A

Properties of sr ’s Choice Function

Chambers and Yenmez (2013) study another concept of the choice rules, path-independence,
and show that a stable matching exists when all agents’ choice rules are path-independent.
Furthermore, Yenmez (2017) extends this finding to show the existence of a stable matching
when one party has path-independent choice rules and the other party has path-independent
modifications for all agents. In the parking problem with residents, however, the choice
function of the resident space does have path-independent modifications.
Lemma 1 The choice rules of the resident space (sr ) are not path-independent, and they do
not have path-independent modifications.
Proof: Suppose there is one resident space sr , a resident r, and two visitors, v1 and v2 .
There is one t+ contract x1 = (v1 , sr , t+ ) for v1 , one t− contract y2 = (v2 , sr , t− ) for v2 , and
the claim contract cr = (r, sr , t) for the resident r. For the drivers (resident and visitors), the
choice rules are as follows: Cr ({cr }) = {cr }, Cv1 ({x1 }) = {x1 }, and Cv2 ({y2 }) = {y2 }. For
any agent, the choice from a set of the contracts involving the agent is an empty set if it is
not specified.
As for the space, according to the choice rule Chsr (X), the following contracts will be
chosen by sr .
Chsr ({x1 }) = {x1 }
Chsr ({y2 }) = {y2 }
Chsr ({cr }) = {cr }
Chsr ({x1 , y2 }) = {x1 }
Chsr ({x1 , cr }) = {cr }
Chsr ({cr , y2 }) = {cr , y2 }
Chsr ({x1 , y2 , cr }) = {cr , y2 }.14
This choice rule is not path-independent, since Chsr ({x1 , y2 , cr }) = {cr , y2 } 6= {cr } =
Chsr (cr ∪ Chsr ({x1 , y2 })). However, there is no modification other than the trivial one, Chsr
itself, because for any subset X 0 ⊆ {x1 , y2 , cr }, any possible choice Cs0 r (X 0 ) is individually
rational. Since Chsr is not path-independent, therefore, there is no path-independent modification of Chsr .

14
We can construct the choice as the subset maximizing the space’s preference given by {cr , y2 }  {cr } 
{x1 }  {y2 }  ∅.
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B

Repeated Cumulative Offer Algorithm

Definition 18 (Repeated cumulative offer (duration-match) algorithm:) The following steps describe the repeated cumulative offer algorithm.
Let δ be the set of all claim contracts.
Step 0: Run the cumulative offer algorithm under choice functions Chπ , but without claim contracts. That is, every agent is restricted to offering contracts in X \δ. Let A1 = ∪s As (K)
be the set of all contracts that are offered in the cumulative offer algorithm.
Step 1: After the cumulative offer algorithm terminates, any resident (r) with a short-term
contract held by a space applies his claim contract to his own block. Call this set of
claim contracts δ1 . Each block with any claim contract offered in this step reevaluates
its choice function with the claim. Let A01 = A1 ∪ δ1 be the set of contracts that are
offered before or at this step.
Step 2: After step 1, there could be agents whose multiple contracts are held by some spaces.
Let J ⊂ I be the set of such agents. Randomly pick one agent, j1 ∈ J, and choose the
best contract among the ones that are held, and remove the other contracts from the
space’s accumulated set As (k), updating it to A0s (k) = As (k) \ z. Remove j from the
set J. The space s where j’s contract was removed reevaluates it’s choice function with
updated accumulated set, and chooses Cs (A0s (k)). If, by reevaluating, a new agent has
multiple contracts held by spaces, include that agent in J. Repeat the process until there
is no agent in J.
Step 3: Resume the cumulative offer algorithm with A01 held by the spaces. At this step, every
agent is restricted to offer contracts in X \ (A01 ∪ δ), and the set of contracts that every
space will be given is restricted to the subsets of (X \ δ) ∪ δ1 . In words, an agent can only
offer a contract that was not offered before among non-claim contracts. As a result, a
space will choose from a set that does not contain any new claim contract.
Theorem 6 The repeated cumulative offer algorithm produces a practically stable allocation
for the parking space assignment problem.
Theorem 7 The repeated cumulative offer algorithm protects residents’ rights, is less wasteful
than the cumulative offer with claim contract, but not strategy proof.

C

Many-to-one Model

In this section, I extend the model as a many-to-one matching, and I use blocks (with multiple spaces) as resources to be allocated. Each block has several parking spaces, possibly with
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different contract terms. The set of blocks is denoted by B = (b1 , · · · , bm ), and each block b
has capacity qb .

Figure 1: A block with different term spaces.

Figure 1 is an example of a typical block. It may have resident spaces, short-term onlyspaces, and long-term spaces. Each block b has its own capacity qb and has a basic priority
ordering over contracts in Xs .
With blocks that may have multiple resident spaces, protecting residents’ rights is defined
as the following:
Definition 19 A set of contracts X ⊆ X protects residents’ rights if, for any block b and the
set of residents r(b) = {r|sr ∈ b},
|s ∈ T (Xb )| ≥ |s ∈ T (Xr(b) )|.
In words, a set of contracts protects residents’ rights if the number of short-term contracts
in a block b is greater than or equal to the number of short-term contracts that the residents
in b are assigned. Then, when the residents return after their short-term parking, there will
be enough space for them to park on their own block.

C.1

Block’s choice function

A choice function of a block b, under the priority ordering π, is a systematic procedure to
select a number of contracts given a set of demanding contracts.
In a block b, qbr and qbs spaces are reserved for residents and short-term parking, respectively.
Residents have priority at these qbr spaces, and the number of resident parking spaces is equal
to the number of resident permit holders. Only short-term parking contracts are acceptable
at qbs spaces. The remaining spaces, qbl = qb − qbr − qbs , are for long-term visitors’ parking.
When we construct a block’s choice function, we need to make sure that any resident who
is assigned a space on another block can take back his own resident space when he returns.
One way to achieve this property is to assign, as we did in one-to-one matching, only shortterm contracts to resident spaces. The following choice function for a block b is constructed
in this way.
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Definition 20 (Block’s choice function) Given a set of contracts X 0 and a base priority
ordering π, a block b’s choice Cbπ (X 0 ) is obtained as follows:
Phase 0: Remove all the contracts for another block b0 , add them to the rejected set Rbπ (X 0 ), and
proceed with phase 1.
Phase 1: For the first qbr potential elements of Cbπ (X 0 ), choose any resident contract one at a time.
If all contracts are considered in this phase, terminate the procedure; if qbr elements are
0
chosen, set qbs = qbs and proceed with phase 2; if less than qbr elements are chosen, let
0
qbs = qbs + (qbr − |(·, ·, ·, r) ∈ Cbπ (X 0 )|) and proceed with phase 2.
Phase 2: For the next qbl potential elements, choose the highest-ranked long-term contracts one
at a time according to ranking π. Remove all surviving long-term contracts, adding
them to Rbπ (X 0 ). Also remove all short-term contracts involving any driver in Cbπ (X 0 ).
00
If there is no surviving contract, then terminate the procedure. Otherwise, let qbs =
0
qbs + (qbl − |(·, ·, ·, l) ∈ Cbπ (X 0 )|), and proceed with phase 3.
00

Phase 3: For the last qbs potential elements of Cbπ (X 0 ), choose only the short-term contracts with
highest π ranking one at a time, adding them to Cbπ (X 0 ). Remove all remaining contracts
00
and terminate the procedure. Note that it is possible that some of the qbs spaces remain
unassigned.
Example 4 Here is an example of how the block’s choice works.

A block has all 3 types of spaces, R for residents, L for long-term visitors, and S for
short-term visitors. There are six contracts in the block’s choice set, one resident contract,
three long-term visitor contracts, and two short-term visitor contracts. The block first
chooses the resident contract, and assigns it to a R space.
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Next, long-term visitor contracts are chosen one by one up to the capacity of long-term
spaces, according to the priority ordering.

Lastly, short-term visitor contracts are chosen.

Any vacant resident spaces are assigned to short-term visitor contracts according to the
priority ordering.

The figure above shows the final result of the block’s choice function. Note that, a short-term
visitor contract is occupying one vacant resident space.
In this choice function, any vacant resident parking space is assigned only to short-term
visitors. This will protect residents’ rights. However, there will be an efficiency loss if a
resident is allocated a long-term visitor parking and their space is not assigned a contract. I
close this section by stating the choice function for the blocks.
Definition 21 (Choice function with claim contract) Given a set of contracts X 0 and
a base priority ordering π, a block b’s duration-match choice Dbπ (X 0 ) is obtained as follows:
Phase 0: Remove all the contracts for another block b0 , add them to the rejected set Rbπ (X 0 ), and
proceed with phase 1. Contracts that survive phase 0 involve only block b.
Phase 1.1: For the first qbr potential elements of Dbπ (X 0 ), choose any resident contract one at a
time. Remove any claim contract involving residents in Dbπ (X 0 ). If all contracts are
considered in this phase, terminate the procedure; otherwise, proceed with phase 1.2.
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0

Phase 1.2: If all qbr spaces are filled, let qbl = qbl and proceed with phase 2; if there are remaining
resident spaces, choose any claim contract one at a time. If resident spaces still remain,
0
add them to long-term spaces, i.e., qbl = qbl + (qbr − |(·, ·, ·rl ) ∈ Dbπ (X 0 )| − |(·, ·, ·, rs ) ∈
Dbπ (X 0 ))|, and proceed with phase 2.
0

Phase 2: For the next qbl potential elements, choose highest-ranked long-term visitor contracts
one at a time according to ranking π. Remove all short-term visitor contracts involving
any driver in Dbπ (X 0 ), as well as any long-term visitor contracts. If there is no surviv0
ing contract, then terminate the procedure; otherwise, let qbs = qbs + (qbl − |(·, ·, ·, l) ∈
Dbπ (X 0 )|) + |(·, ·, ·, rs ) ∈ Dbπ (X 0 )| and proceed with phase 3.
0

Phase 3: For the next qbs potential elements of Dbπ (X 0 ), choose only visitor-short contracts with
highest π ranking one at a time, adding them to Dbπ (X 0 ). Remove all remaining contracts
and terminate the procedure.
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